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On questions of hereditariness of radicals 

L. C. A. van LEEUWEN 

Introduction 

All rings considered are associative. We shall use the following notation: 
0t is a radical class, Sf&i the corresponding semisimple class; -o indicates an ideal; 
ann (A) is the two-sided annihilator of a ring A; & is the lower Baer radical; L( )= 
=lower radical class, for instance, ^=L(zero-rings). 

A radical class is said to be a hereditary class if 01 satisfies: 

In [1] a weak version of hereditariness was introduced, which arose in connection 
with the finite closure property of radicals under subdirect sums. If a radical class 0t 
is closed under finite subdirect sums, then 01 has the property: 

Such a radical is said to be hereditary for annihilator ideals ([1], Proposition 1.7). 
Although this condition is not sufficient for the finite closure property of very 
little is needed to make 01 hereditary. Hereditary radical classes are closed under 
finite subdirect sums. We investigate these questions in §2. 

In [3] a new characterization was found for the maximal hereditary subradical 
hgt of a radical Sk, in fact 

ha =01 = {A | any ideal of is in Si) 

where M = {A\ any ideal of A is in We use this result to sharpen Proposition 1.6 
of [1], where hg, was given as an intersection of an infinite number of radical classes. 
We show that the chain, used in [1], stops at the second step. We also show that, for 
any radical Si containing or being subidempotent, 

ha = 01 = {/i| any ideal of A is in 0t}, 
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i.e. 3k is hereditary. Here a radical class 3k is called subidempotent if any ring A in 
is idempotent. 

Our terminology for radical theory is the usual one. Both a radical and a radical 
class are denoted by 3k. A ring A is in the radical class 3k or A is an 52-ring if A = 
=0t(A), where 3k(A) is the radical of the ring A. The semisimple class if 3k of the 
radical 3k consists of all rings A, such that 3i(A)—0, i.e. 

¿731 = {A | A has no non-zero ideal in 3$). 

A class M is said to be closed under finite subdirect sums if Alt..., A„£M implies 
that Ai + .-.+A^M (subdirect sum) for any finite number n of rings Alt ...,An. 
In order to show closure under finite subdirect sums one needs only consider n=2. 

I would like to thank Dr. R. Wiegandt for his criticism and valuable remarks 
in preparing this paper. Originally I tried to do something with quasi-radicals, but 
he remarked that an order-preserving quasi-radical is complete, which, together 
with idempotency, makes it a radical (cf. [2]). 

1. In our first result we deal with sums of ideals (cf. Problem 12 in [4]). 

Theorem 1. Let A be a ring with ideals B, C andBC\C£!% for some radical 3k. 
Then ®(B+C) = 3i(B) + 3i(C). 

Proof . The inclusion 3t{B)+3$(C)Q3t(B+C) is clear. Obviously, we have 
the direct decomposition 

B+C/BHC = B/BH C@C/Bn c. 

By the assumption Bf)CQ3t(B+C), therefore the above direct decomposition 
yields 

3t(B+C)/Bf).C = K/Bf) C@L/BC] C 

for ideals K resp. L in B resp. C. Clearly K/BDC is an 52-ring and contained in 
3&(BIBC\C)=@{B)IBC\C. Similarly 

lib n c g 3k{qBr\c) = M(C)IBC\C. 
Hence 

4 (B-+ C)/B n c g sk (B)/B n c © m (C)/B n c 
giving 

In addition we have 

Theorem 2. For any ring A with arbitrary ideals B, C and / , J and for any radi-
cal 3k the following two statements are equivalent: 

(i) A/B, A/Ce®, 3%(B) = ®(C) implies A/(BnC)£3$, 
(ii) All, A!J<i®, ®{l)=St(J)=0 implies A!{lC\J%3k. 
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Proof . (i)=>(ii) is trivial. 
Let A/B, A/Ce@ with St(B)=@(C). Then 

A,**, 
with 

Hence 

BISI(B) ~ ' ' CI01(B) 

A/SL(B) AJ 01(B) A 

BJ0T (B) n c i @ (B) (B n c y a (B) ~ B n c ' 

In order to show that a radical class M is closed under finite subdirect sums we 
might use the following reduction: 

Theorem 3. If for any ring A and arbitrary ideals I, J in A with IC\J=0 the 
condition A/I,A/J€0l implies that A/(IC\J) = A£S$, then Si is closed under finite 
subdirect sums. 

Proof . The symbol © will mean "direct sum". Let I, J be ideals of A such that 
/n/=0, A/l£St and AJJ£&. By 7fl J=0 we have 

(1) (/©£(./)) H («(/)©/) = Si(I)®Si(J). 

and also 
(2) (l®0t(J))l(St(l)®St(J)) as I/St(I)£SrSi 

(3) (St(I)®j)/(Si(I)®Si(J))^ J/Si(J)£SfSl. 

In (2) and (3) the left hand sides are ideals of A/(01(1) ®S%(Jj) and by (1) these ideals 
have zero intersection. Since 

A/(St(I)®St(J)) A , { l ^ m m 

(I ®M (J))/(0t (I) © 01 (/)) /V ' 
and 

Al(st(i)®si(j)) ^ AKgtmmj^gt 
(Si (/)©/) I (Si (I) ®0l (/)) -

the imposed condition is applicable yielding 

and so the extension property of Si implies A^Sk. 

Lemma 4a. Let A be a ring with ideals I, J such that IC\J=0, A/IdSi and 
AjJ(iS&. If Sk is hereditary for annihilator ideals, then ann AdSt. Moreover, i f , in 
addition, I,J£Sf0l, then /Dann A=jr)ann A-0. 
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Proof , ann Alarm AC\I^i(arm A+I)/I is an annihilator ideal of A/I£3t, 
so ann A/arm AC)I££%. Also 

(ann A n / ) + J J+annA-ann Ail/ s s - -j-!- g —— £31, 

since (J+ann A)/JQarm A/J, A/J£3l. Again, since ((ann Af]I)+J)/J is an 
annihilator ideal of ( /+ann A)/J, 

(ann AC\I) + J ¿nrs* -j—^ ^ ann A (I 

The extension property of 01 implies ann Now assume that I,J££f0t. Then 
ann ACM is an ideal in I££f0t implies ann AO 1=0. Similarly ann^4f l /=0 . 

From the proof of Lemma 4a we see that l£9'0t implies that ann AC\I=Q. 
Clearly ann AQI*={a£A\aI=Ia=(0)}, as IQA. We can say more if we assume 
that 38<T®. 

Lemma 4b. Let 38Q3t\ A is a ring with ideals I, J such that K£f0l, / 0 7 = 0 , 
AM and A/J(z 01. Also Si is hereditary for annihilator ideals. Then any ideal K 
in A such that KC\I= 0 is contained in I* and I* is maximal with respect to / * H / = 0 . 
Moreover A/I*£3i, whereas ann (A/I*) = 0. 

Proof . ( / * n / ) 2 g / * - / = 0 , so ( I * n i ) o l e S ? ® gives / * n / = 0 . As / n / = 0 , 
by Zorn's lemma there exists an ideal M, maximal relative to MDI=0. Since 
MI=IM=0, MQI* and the maximality of M ensures M=I*. 

Let K be any ideal in A such that / ^ f l /=0 . If K is not contained in I*, then 
(K+I*)M*0. Now let x, y be arbitrary elements in (K+I*)f]I, then x=k+a 
(k£K,a£l*), yO- Hence xy=(k+a)y=ky+ay=0, as Kni=I*fM=0. 
So [(A--f/*)n/]2=0. But [ ( K + I * ) n i ] - a l e y ® and 9>01<̂ 9>S& implies 
(TiTH-/*)Pl7 is a semiprime ring, consequently (K+I*)PiI=0. This contradicts 
(K+I*)C\I^0, so KQI*. In particular, JQI* and A/J£0l implies A/I*€®. 
The ideal ( /+/*)//* is essential in A/I*: if B/I*?±0 is an ideal of A/I*, then 
BC\I%I*, otherwise 5 f l / g / * n / = 0 implies BHI=0 which is impossible by the 
maximality of I*. Hence 

0 jt ((Bf)I) + I*)/l* i B/I* f l ( / + / * ) / / * . 

As 3% is hereditary for annihilator ideals and ( /+/*)/ /* fl ann A/I*Qann A/I*, it 
follows that ( /+/*)/ /* fl ann A/1*£01. On the other hand / ^ ( / + / * ) / / * € ^ , so 
{I+I*)II*nannAII*£SfSl yielding (/+/*)//* flann A/I*=0. The. essential pro-
perty of (/+/*)//* in A/I* implies ann A/I*=0. 

For any ring A and any ideal / in A we define [I:A]:= {x£A\xAQI, AxQI). 
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Theorem 5. Let Si be an arbitrary radical class. 9i is closed under finite subdirect 
sums if and only if 

(i) Whenever I and J are ideals in a ring A with IC\J=0, then A/[I: A], A/[J: A]d 
eS2 implies A/[I: A]C\[J:_A]<iSt. 

(ii) Si. is hereditary for annihilator ideals. 

Proof . Suppose that (i) and (ii) are satisfied. Let I, J be ideals in A with I(~)J=0 
and suppose A/I, A/JdSi. Since IQ[I: A] and A] it follows that A ¡[I: A), 
A/[J: A]dSt. It can easily be seen that IC\J=0 implies ann A~[I: A]C\[J: A], 
Hence (i) implies that A/annAdSi. From Lemma 4a we get, using (ii), that 
ann AdSt. The extension property of Si implies AdSfc. 

The converse is clear by Proposition 1.7 [1]. 
Note that ann (A/I) =[I: A]/1, so we may replace (i) by 

Coro l l a ry 6. Let Si be a radical class such that SSQSi. Then Si is closed under 
finite subdirect sums if and only if 

for any ideal I in any ring A. 

Proof . Obviously SSQSt implies that Si is hereditary for annihilator ideals. 
Let A be a ring with ideals 7, J such that 7 0 / = 0 ; A/1, A/JdSi. We have to show that 
AdSt. If 7 then I/St(I), (/+St (I))/St (7) are ideals in A/St(I) and 
in(J+Sl(I))=Sl(I)+(inJ)=St(I). So A/St (I) is a ring with ideals I/M(I), 
(j+Si (I))/St (I) having zero-intersection; also A/I, A/(J+@(I))dSi, as A/JdSi. 
Now I/St(I)d^Si. If we can show that A/St(I)dSl, we are done by the extension 
property. 

Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume: I~oA,J-oA; A/I, A/JdSi 
and iÇSfSt. 

Now apply Lemma 4b. Then / g / * and 7g[7: A] imply A/I*, A/[I: A]dSt. 
Hence A/(I*f)[I: A])dSt. By Lemma 4b we know that ann (A/I*)=0, i.e. 
[I*:A]=I*. From 7 n / * = 0 , as IdVSt, it follows that ann À=[I: A]C\[I*\ A] = 
=/*f l [ /* : A]. Hence A/ann AdSt. Then Lemma 4a implies that ann Ad St and 
consequently AdSt. So the condition is sufficient. The converse is obvious. 

A/I A/J A 
•dSt implies ann A ann (A/1) ' ann (A/J) 

~f*' impHeS I*ntl: A] ^ 

The above proof of Corollary 6 suggests the next result which is a further reduc-
tion for the question of finite subdirect closure for radicals (cf. Theorem 3). 
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Theorem 7. If for any ring A and arbitrary ideals I,J in A with 7 D / = 0 , 
I,J^Sf0t the condition A/J, A/I£@ implies that then ® is closed under finite 
iuhdirect sums. 

Proof . Let A be a ring with ideals I, J such that / D / = 0 ; A/1, A/J£®. By 
Theorem 3 we have to show that A£®. Now the ring A/(/)®0t(/)) has ideals 
(I®®(J))I(®(I)®®(J)], (®(I)®J)[(®(I)®®(J)) with zero intersection and 
both ideals are in if® (see the proof of Theorem 3). Hence A/(®(I)®®(Jj)£® and 
At®. 

Theorem 8. Let ® be a radical class. Then S/l is hereditary for annihilator ideals 
if and only if AI, IA£® imply IÇ.® for any ring A(L& and any ideal I in A. 

Proof . Let IoA with A£® and / £ a n n A. Then AI=IA=implies 
l£®. Conversely, let IcA with A£® such that AI, IAÇ_®. Now 

I 
- «el-

and clearly 
AI+IA AI+IA 

A i h r = ann{-UTJT)' 
so 

Also 

A I implies AI+IA AI+IA 

AI+IA I A 
AI Aim A 

as IA€®. Hence 

\Al)l\ AI ) AI+1 AI+IA 

implies IjAK®. But Alt01, so l£®. 

2. In a number of cases we get that 0t is hereditary for annihilator ideals implies 
that & is hereditary. We need some kind of extra condition, otherwise the condition 
of hereditariness for annihilator ideals would be sufficient for closure under finite 
subdirect sums. In [1] a counter-example is given. 

Theorem 9. Let $ be a radical class which is hereditary for annihilator ideals. 
Then ® is hereditary if and only if I<iA£® implies AI, IA£0l. 

Proof . From the above proof in Theorem 8 we infer that I<iA£® together 
with AI,IA£® implies I£®. Hence ® is hereditary. The converse is trivial. 
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Theorem 10. Let Si be a radical class which is hereditary for annihilator ideals. 
Then Si is hereditary if and only if I^oAdSt, I<gA2 implies IdSk. 

Proof . Again let I<iAdSt. Now AIQA2, IAQA2 with both A1 and I A ideals 
in 01 imply AI, I Ad Si. As Si is hereditary for annihilator ideals, it follows that Id Si 
(Theorem 8), so SI is hereditary. The converse is trivial. 

Another condition which ensures hereditariness of 0t is contained in the follow-
ing 

Theorem 11. A radical class Si is hereditary if and only if I<iAdSi implies 
Id Si whenever I2 = (0) or IQA2. 

Proof . This is a direct consequence of Theorem 10, since the condition 

I*aAdSl, I2 = (0) =>• IdSt 
yields also 

IoAdSZ, AI = 0 = IA => Id0l 

so that Si is hereditary for annihilator ideals. 
Coro l l a ry 12. Let Si be a radical class which contains SS. Then Si is hereditary 

if and only if 
I<iAdSi, A2 => IdSl. 

Proof . Let I<iAdSl. Now I/PdSS^St. But P^A2, so PdSl, hence Id0t 
and Si is hereditary. 

We might remark that Corollary 12 is an easy consequence of Theorem 10, since 
any radical class 01 which contains SS is hereditary for annihilator ideals (see the 
proof of Corollary 6). 

The proof of Corollary 12 also indicates the next result: 

Coro l l a ry 13. Let Si be a radical class which contains 01. Then Si is hereditary 
if and only if 

I<iAdSi => PdSi. 

Proof . See Corollary 12. 

Theorem 14. A radical class Si is hereditary if and only if Si is hereditary for 
annihilator ideals and 

Sl(A)(ir)SZ(Aj)QSi(I), (ldSi(A))St(A)QSl(I) 

for any ideal I in any ring A. 

Proof . Obviously if 01 is hereditary, then using lD0!(A)=St(I) for any ideal 
I in any ring A, we get the conditions. 
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Conversely, let 7 be an ideal in a ring A. Then (ID Si(A))/St(I)cSi (A)/®(1) 
and the second .condition implies that (I C\@(A))/Sl (I) Qann Sl(A)ISl(I). Hence, 
since St(A)IS?(I)£Si, the first condition gives (IC\Si(A))ISi(I)£St. This says 
lC\Si(A)<iSt or If)Si(A)<gSi(I). Always St(l)<gmSi(A),. whence IC\St(A)= 
=01(1) arid 01 is hereditary. 

. .Corollary 15. A radical class Si is hereditary if and only if.91 is hereditary for 
annihilator ideals and 

I-oA^Sl, AI+IAQSi(I)=>I£Sl 

for any ring A£Si and any ideal I in A. 

Proof . The necessity, being trivial, let l<iA£St. Then St(A)(lf\Si(Aj) = 
=A(ir\A)QAl^!%(I) and (inSt(A))St(A)=(ir\A)AQIAQSl(I), if AI+IAQ 
^Si( I ) is assumed. Now apply Theorem 14. 

It might be noted that Theorem 9 follows directly from Corollary 15. For, if 
7<jy4€^, then AI, lA£0t implies AI, IAQ9t(I), so AI+IAQSi(I). Corollary 
15 gives I£01 or Si is hereditary. 

We conclude this section with, a more general result. 

Theorem 16. Let Si and S res p. be radicals such that S -semi-simple rings are 
0t-radical. Then M. is hereditary if and only if 

I~=iA£St, I QS(A) ^ l£Si 

for any ring A£0t. and any ideal I in A. 

: .. P roof . Suppose the condition be satisfied and assume that I<iA€Si. As 
7/S(7) is S-semi-simple, we have I/S(I)£@. Now S(l)^A£0t and S(/)gS(^() , 
so S(I)£0!=>l€Si. Then 0t is hereditary. The converse is obvious. 

Example. Let Si be the class of idempoterit rings, i.e. the rings A with A2=A. 
Let S be the upper radical determined by the Boolean rings. A ring A is called a Boo-
lean ring if a2=a for every element a£A. Since Boolean rings form a special class 
of rings, S is a special radical and the S-semi-simple rings are subdirect sums of Boo-
lean rings, so they are again Boolean rings. Any Boolean ring is idempotent, hence 
any S-semi-simple ring is .32-radical. It is known that Sk is not hereditary. If we take 
the subradical class 01' (of 0£) of the hereditarily idempotent rings, we get a hereditary 
radical Si'. Again any S-semi-simple ring is ^'-radical, as any Boolean ring is heredi-
tarily idempotent. (If A is a Boolean ring and l<tA, then 7 is again a Boolean ring 
and idempotent). 

3. It is known that for'any radical Si there exists a unique maximal hereditary 
radical h^, contained in Si. In [3] it is shown that ha=Si,. where 3i={A\any ideal 
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of A is in®}. It can easily be proved that is a radical and ® is hereditary if and only 
if ® = ®. Let (Sf®\ be the essential closure of the semisimple class Sf® of the radi-
cal 01. A ring A£(^®)k if A has an essential ideal B^Zf®. 

Lemma 17. For any radical 01, ®=°U{f/'®)k (upper radical). 

Proof . Let A£® and suppose that A^%(ff®)k. Then there exists a non-zero 
homomorphic image A/I£(£f®)k and Ajl has an essential ideal B/I££f®. But 
A£®, so A/l£®. By definition of it follows that B/I£®, which implies B/l£ 
€®C\Sf®=0. Since this is impossible for an essential ideal, we get that A^(Sf®\. 

Conversely, assume that If A$®, A has a non-zero ideal I, 
I§®. Then 0^1/® (I) is an ideal in A/® (I) and I/®(I)€Sf®. Now there exists 
a homomorphic image A/J of Aj01(F) containing an isomorphic copy of I/® (I), 
such that this copy is an essential ideal in AjJ. But A£aU(9'®)k implies that A/J£ 
iaU(.9'®)k, hence A/J£<&(^®)k0(^®)k=0 or A=J. Contradiction, so At® 
and ® = <%(Sr®)k. 

For our next result we use the notation of [1]. 01 is a radical class. 

<&%:= {(S, A)\ S<iA and S^®}, 

:= {A | every 0 ^ All has no nonzero ideals in £f®}. 

S-=IA a n d S£SR(9°A)}, 

0 ^ All has no nonzero ideals in ¿f(&$)}; 

is a radical class [1]. 

Continuing in this way, one gets a chain of radical classes: 

® => §1 3 . . . . 

In [1] it was shown that D ^ is the unique maximal hereditary radical subclass of n 
An improvement of this result is given in the next theorem. 

Theorem 18. For any radical class ® we have; ^ is the unique maximal here-
ditary radical subclass of ®. 

Proof . We show that, with the above notation, = Let Since for 
any IcA we have ®(I)<iA and I/®(I)£y®, the assumption yields 
I/®(I)=0. Thus At®. 

9% is a radical class [1]. 

9* := 

¥m := {A\ every 

4* 
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Conversely, let A£0t and take any O^A/I. If A/1 has a nonzero ideal i?(/)£ 
then A/le1% yields that B / l £ S i w h i c h is a contradiction. Hence 

Q^A/I has no nonzero ideals in HfSk, i.e. Using Lemma 17 we have esta-
blished: ^=%{SfSi)k=§%. Apply now Lemma 17 again to the radical 

From and the definitions of % and % resp. we infer 
that = ^ • Hence we get: or which is the unique maximal 
hereditary subradical of Si. 

Note that the above chain now reads: 

= m = . . . 
since = = 

n 

An example in [1] shows that, in general, §%=Si need not be hereditary. In 
fact, is hereditary if and only if or, in our notation, Si is hereditary if 
and only if 

Theorem 19. If a radical class Si is hereditary for annihilator ideals, then Si is 
hereditary. 

Proof . Let A be a zero-ring and suppose that A£Si. Then any ideal I of A is 
in Si, so A£St. Therefore any zero-ring in 01 is in 01, which implies 01= 01 ([3], 
Proposition 1 and Corollary 1). 

The next result is well-known. For a radical class 01 the following are equivalent. 
a) 01 contains all zero-rings; 
b) Si contains all nilpotent rings; 
c) SS^Si. 
The above proof of Theorem 19 indicates that any radical class Si containing all 

zero-rings satisfies: M is hereditary. So we get 

Coro l l a ry 20. Let St be a radical with SSQSi. Then Si is the maximal heredi-
tary subradical of Si. 

Proof . Obviously 01 ̂ Si implies that Si is hereditary for annihilator ideals, so 
Corollary 20 is a direct consequence of Theorem 19. 

Remark . We will see that the condition of Theorem 19 for hereditariness of Si 
is not necessary (after Theorem 24). 

The counterpart is formed by the radicals Si containing no nonzero zero-rings. 

Lemma 21. For a radical class Si the following are equivalent: 
a) S/t contains no nonzero zero-rings; 
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b) 3k contains no nonzero nilpotent rings; 
c) 3k is subidempotent i.e. any ring A in 3k is idempotent. 

Proof . Since the proof is straightforward, we omit it. 

In order to study radicals 01 with the above property, we introduce 

:= {(S, A)I and S Q ann A}, 

where S is a subring of A. This implies S<iA. 

{A\ every 0 ^ A/I has no nonzero ideals in ann (A/1) and in if01). 

Then ^ is a radical class and MPi^g, is the maximal radical subclass of 01 which is 
hereditary for annihilator ideals ([1], Proposition 1.8). 

Define 
{A\ every 0 ^ A/I has ann (,4/7) = 0}. 

Then is a radical class (cf. [4]). It is clear that for any radical 0t one has: = ^ • 
The next lemma shows that equality holds for subidempotent radicals 

Lemma 22. Let 01 be a subidempotent radical. Then 

Proof . We only need to prove that Let and take any CM 
TiA/I=A. Then ann A/5?(ann (,4/32 (ann A)). Since it follows that 
ann A/01 (ann A)=0, so ann A£3%. But (ann 4)2 = 0, so ann .4=0, as 3k is sub-
idempotent. Hence 

In general one can show that 

^st = {A\ any 0 A/1 has the property: J/I-oA/I, J/1 g ann (A/1) => J/I£3t}. 

From the definitions of <Sa and resp. we get immediately: ^ ^ ^ yielding 
for any radical 01. Always hence ® = for any ra-

dical >%. 
In the following theorem we will give a sufficient condition in order that 31 

Theo rem 23. Let 0t be a radical class such that A^3k implies AS, SA£3$(S) 
for any ring A and any ideal S in A. Then 3k=3k?and 3k is the unique maximal 
radical subclass of 3% which is hereditary for annihilator ideals. 

Proof . We have to show that implies A£!%. Assume A£3in§s 

and let S<iA. Then S/®(S)-^A/3l(S)^, as' A^m. Also S/3$(S)Q 
gann (A/0t(S)), as AS, SA£3t(S). Hence S/3i{S)£3t, as (see the above 
characterization of Therefore S=3i(S) or S^0t. It follows that At3k. By 
Proposition 1.8 [1] 3k=0tC\'3gt has the required property of maximahty. 
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We have seen that radicals ^ with SSQSi have the property that Si is the maxi-
mal hereditary subradical of Si. Our final result contains another class of radicals S/t 
for which this phenomenon occurs. 

Theorem 24. Let Si be a subidempotent radical. Then Si is hereditary for anni-
hilator ideals if and only if Si 

For any subidempotent radical Si we have that St is the maximal hereditary sub-
radical of Si. Si is a hereditarily idempotent radical. 

Proof . From [1], Proposition 1.8 it follows that Si is hereditary for annihilator 
ideals if and only if 0t Q for any radical Si. So for a subidempotent radical we 
get the first result immediately from Lemma 22. Now let M be an arbitrary subidem-
potent radical. Take any ring A£St. If A2=0, then A=0, so any zero-^-ring is 
in Si, hence Si is hereditary ([3], Proposition 1) and St is a hereditarily idempotent 
radical. 

Remark . As not every subidempotent radical & is contained in it follows 
that a subidempotent radical Si need not be hereditary for annihilator ideals. This 
shows that the sufficient condition in Theorem 19 is not necessary. 

In the light of the previous results we examine the Examples 1.4 and 1.5 in [1]. 
Consider the ring R whose additive group is Q + Q (direct sum) and whose multipli-
cation is given by ( a > fe)(c> d ) = (flC> a d + b c y 

The homomorphic images of R are 0, Q and R, while the ideals of R are 0 ,1 ( ss Q°) 
and R (Qtt is the zero-ring on Q). 

Let be the (radical) class of rings with divisible additive groups. Then both R 
and I are in S2>. Since 7 is the only non-trivial ideal in R, we get that However, 
I$2>, as 7(^0°) has non-zero reduced ideals. So 3> is not hereditary. By Theorem 
19 we get that 3> is not hereditary for annihilator ideals. Note that S& is not contained 
in 2, since Z°£SS (Z° is the zero-ring on Z). In addition, 2> is not sub-
idempotent, since 2d, but 72=0. This is in accordance with Corollary 20 and 
Theorem 24, since any radical Si containing SS or being subidempotent has a heredi-
tary subradical Si. 

We also consider the lower radical class £({/?}), determined by R. Now R is a 
non-simple ring with identity (1,0). Since 7 is the only non-trivial idéal of R and 
R/I^i Q, Q not isomorphic to R, we see that R satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of 
Theorem 3.5 in [1]. Hence .£.({/?}) is not closed under finite subdirect sums. 

On the other hand, R is idempotent and R/I^Q is idempotent, so that 7?£<f6. 
Therefore L({R})Q S6. Also L({7?}) is a subidempotent radical, as any radical 
contained in S6 is subidempotent. Hence L({R}) is hereditary for annihilator ideals 
(Theorem 24). 
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